SDM infrastructure
Uses three-layer organization of technologies Integrated approach:
• To provide a scientific workflow capability
• To support data mining and analysis tools
• To accelerate storage and access to data
Benefits scientists by
• Hiding underlying parallel and indexing technology
• Permitting assembly of modules using workflow description tool Data analysis based on dynamic histograms using FastBit
• Example of finding the number of malicious network connections in a particular time window.
• A histogram of number of connections to port 5554 of machine in LBNL IP address space (two-horizontal axes); vertical axis is time.
• Two sets of scans are visible as two sheets. Benefits to scientists:
• Brings performance, productivity, and portability
• Improves performance by order of magnitude
• Operates on any parallel file system (e.g. GPFS, PVFS, PanFS, Lustre)
Orchestration of data transfers and speedy analyses depends on efficient systems for storage, access, and movement of data among modules. Inter-process communication
Early performance testing showed PnetCDF outperformed HDF5 for some critical access patterns.
The HDF5 team has responded by improving its code for these patterns, and now these teams actively collaborate to better understand application needs and system characteristics, leading to I/O performance gains in both libraries.
Active storage
• Modern filesystems such as GPFS, Lustre, PVFS2 use general purpose servers with substantial CPU and memory resources.
• Active Storage moves I/O-intensive tasks from the compute nodes to the storage nodes.
• Main benefits:
local I/O operations, very low network traffic (mainly metadata-related), better overall system performance.
• Active Storage has been ported to Lustre and PVFS2. 
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